																					

MTC PRE-PAID EXTRA DATA
BUNDLE PROMOTION
TERMS & CONDITIONS
Condition 1:
i) All customers on any Pre-paid packages who have a valid subscription of Aweh Prime, Aweh Gig or Aweh Super will qualify
		 for the promotional data bundles from 30 May 2018 to 30 September 2018, both days included, after which it will become
		 permanent on the 1st of October 2018.

Condition 2:
i) Each   promotional data bundle is linked to a specific Aweh Subscription and customers will not be able to purchase  
		 any of the promotional data bundles linked to the other Aweh Subscription bundles.

Condition 3:
i) Customers may purchase multiple bundles during the Aweh bundle subscription period by dialing*682# and following
		 the instructions.

Condition 4:
i) The data bundle will only be valid for the duration of the Aweh bundle subscription period. Unused data will expire upon
		 the expiry of Aweh Bundle.

Condition 5:
i) Customers will receive two (2) notifications to remind them of the   promotional bundle available to their package,
		 as per below:
			 a. 1st message will be received upon subscription to the Aweh bundle.
			 b. 2nd message will be received upon completion of the free Aweh data.

Condition 6:
i) MTC reserves the right to review and change the Terms and Conditions of the promotion or cancel it altogether.
ii) MTC reserves the right to disqualify any customer from participating in this promotion in light of any malpractice or
		 manipulation or abuse that MTC believes to have taken place.
iii) MTC shall not be responsible in any way for claims, loss or damages (direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise), arising
		 from the customer’s use of the promotion.
iv) This promotion overrides any other current promotion offered on any of the above mentioned service plans.

Condition 7:
i) Customers are bound and subjected to all the Terms & Conditions of the MTC Subscriber’s Agreement.
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